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ABSTRACT
This paper is an offshoot of a project to study means of forming massive radiationshielded structures using Near Earth Object (NEO) materials. The topic is the conceptual
design of a solar-powered robotic craft to land on, attach to, and extract materials from, a
typical NEO. A solar-powered trajectory to a candidate NEO is used to estimate
requirements. A reconfigurable solar sail / collector is the primary propulsion and power
source for the craft. Following a journey of nearly 5 years, the craft will use a unique
pulsed plasmajet torque-hammer concept to attach to the NEO. The basic cutting tool
element is a solar-powered Neodymium fiber laser beam sheathed in a plasma jet,
expanded through a truncated aerospike nozzle. Two telescoping, rotating arms carrying
a total of 60 such nozzles at the ends of "fingers" enable the craft to dig and "float" out
NEO material at a rate adequate to build a 50m diameter, 50m-long, 2m thick, walled
cylinder within 19 days. The system is also amenable to applications requiring excavation
of a large mass of near-surface material for resource processing. The present design
appears to close with a total payload to LEO of 37,500 kg, with a total mass of 30,000 kg
including the sail/collector at earth escape. The primary consumables on the system are
the plasma gas for cutting and maneuvering, and electrodes of the plasma cutters.
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1.0 Introduction
Near Earth Objects (NEOs) offer convenient low-gravity sources of the resources needed to extend a
permanent human presence beyond earth, and build a Space-based economy. In previous worki, we have
considered the concept of automatically forming closed wall shapes such as cylinders in Space from solid
material of random shape and multidisperse size distribution, using “Tailored Force Fields”. This concept
opens the way to building stations with walls massive enough to provide long-term radiation shielding,
and strong enough to operate as 1-G artificial gravity modules. In Vanmali et alii, we laid out the
requirements for such a mission to an NEO imagined to be at earth-sun L-4. Here we consider the
conceptual design of a robotic machine to do surface excavation on a typical NEO.
Previous work on extraterrestrial resource exploitation has considered harpoonsiii to anchor a drilling craft
onto the surface of a NEO in order to drill out material for mining. A nuclear-powered bucket-wheel
excavator has been proposediv by the Colorado School of Mines, to roll along the lunar surface and scoop
up material with a bucket wheel. This machine uses its own weight (on the lunar surface) to apply
downward pressure to dig into the ground with the teeth of each bucket. Such a device is suitable for
loose sandy material found on planetary surfaces, filling the role of a lifting machine rather than a cutter.
The NASA Deep Impact mission demonstrated automatic adjustment of its navigation at high speed to
intercept a comet. This demonstrates a solution to part of the problem of robotic NEO rendezvous.
Our interest is in developing a solar-powered solution that can then be used repeatedly away from earth
for long-term resource exploitation. The craft thus considered has to be autonomous and versatile. The
Rock Breaker described in Ref. 2 (see Figure 1) is a multipurpose robotic craft designed primarily to cut
rocky material to construct habitats. The craft is to independently rendezvous with a NEO and attach
itself. The craft would use plasma jets and laser cutters in order to cut out 20 cm cubic blocks and make
them float into a helical cloud away from the NEO. The TFF craft would then form a resonator around the
cloud of construction blocks in order to begin the
shaping process. The design shares many features
with a craft that will be required for any extraterrestrial resource exploitation project that hopes
to use low-gravity NEOs. In previous work, we
conceptualized a trip to Earth-Sun L-4. In this
paper, we specialize the mission to a ‘typical’
choice of Near Earth Object.

1.1.

NEO Population

NEOs are classified by absolute magnitude, semimajor axis, aphelion/perihelion distance, and
composition. The NEO population is composed
of asteroids, active comets, and extinct comets.
Subcategories of the NEO population are Atens,
Apollos, and Amors. Their size range from dustFigure 1: Conceptual Drawing of the Rockbreaker
sized fragments to objects tens of kilometers in
robotic NEO resource extractor craft. From Ref. 2
diameterv. The lower limit of detectability is
generally on the order of a few hundred meters diameter. Roughly 1000 NEOs have been found, of which
around 100 are accessible with mission delta-v comparable to that for lunar missions, though the mission
time may be on the order of yearsvi. Christou provides guidance in selecting NEO mission destinations.
Objects in orbits similar to that of Earth are the easiest and fastest to reach. An orbit eccentricity range of
vi
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0.3<e<1.2, and an inclination limit of 5°, along with limits on object size, still leaves at least 27 possible
NEOs. One possibility is 1996 FG3.

2.0 Requirements Definition for the Mission
The requirements for the Rockbreaker are given in Table 1, modified from Ref. (2).

2.1.

Solar Sail

Given that most early NEO missions will be near the orbit of Earth, and these missions are not timecritical unlike human spaceflight, solar sail propulsion is an attractive choice. Since the solar sail is a low
thrust spacecraft, it is difficult to find the best possible trajectories because it involves an in depth
knowledge of numerical optimal control methods. Our approach at this conceptual design stage is to use
trajectories calculated by
Table 1. Mission requirements of the Rock Breaker
other researchers, and scale
the sail area needed using the
Requirement
Assumptions / choices
payload-to-sail-area ratio.
Single unit launch from Earth.

Avoid on-orbit assembly costs.

Dachwald and Seboldtvii used
artificial neural networks
Travel to L-4 using solar propulsion
Minimizes launch mass and takes
advantage of the 1 A.U. destination.
(ANNs)
along
with
evolutionary
neurocontroller
Rendezvous with a low-gravity NEO NEO size is only a few kilometers.
algorithms (EAs) to optimize
Attach itself to the NEO in order stay Removable attachment means
for
solar
sail
craft
anchored while cutting
suitable for many sorts of surfaces.
trajectories. We use their
calculations of a solar sail
Cut out a large amount of material in Discrete blocks is a conservative
mission
to
1996FG3
the form of discrete blocks, within a
choice; blasting is presumed to be
“InTrance”. A total sail craft
short time and loosen the blocks
unacceptable because of poor
enough to float apart at controlled
control on ejection velocity
mass of 148 kg (75 kg
speeds.
payload and 73 kg sail
assembly) would have a 2500
Detach itself and move to another Craft used for repeated quarrying/
sq.m sail area. Characteristic
location on the same NEO, or leaving assembly/ resource extraction, with
acceleration was on the order
the NEO.
possible refill of cutting /
of 0.14mm/s2. The transfer
maneuvering gas.
time was 4.15 years starting
Use manipulator arms and power
Plasma or laser heating, or
from earth escape. The
delivery systems to inspect cut
microwave heating. Detectors and
characteristic acceleration is
pieces, and/or subject them to heating probes at arm tips.
due to the solar radiation
and gas jets for preliminary sampling
pressure (SRP) acceleration
and separation.
acting on the solar sail that is
Hold and guide large sintered pieces
Entire craft to maneuver, and
oriented perpendicular to the
into position. Weld/ sinter them in
robotic arm for precision.
place
sun-line
at
1
AU.
Move to another NEO to quarry
Redeploy solar sail.
Technology advances can be
resources for future consumption
used to increase sail area for
the same mass, thereby
increasing the characteristic
acceleration and reducing the transfer time significantly5. Alternatively, the total craft mass can be
reduced. The Dachwald/ Seboldt design envisages total sail craft loading of 59.2 g/m2. Scaling the sail
area needed for the same trajectory, we see that the sail area needed for our mission would be 833,000
sq.m, and the total craft mass, for a 25,000 kg Rockbreaker craft, would be 49,333 kg. Recent
experimentsviii have demonstrated a nested sail deployment concept, which promises area density of 0.01
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kg/ m2. With this technology, the sail mass can be reduced, and the sail area required is less than 510,000
sq.m. The total mass at Earth escape would be just over 30,000 kg, consisting of a 25,000 kg Rockbreaker
craft, and a 5080 kg solar sail assembly.

3.0 Power Generation and Transmission
As the craft reaches its destination, its systems are “woken up”. The 0.5 sq. km solar sail is formed into a
solar collector, focusing sunlight directly to the power supplies of laser system, and on high-intensity
solar cells to power other systems. In Ref. 2 we had proposed not locating power conversion systems on
the Rockbreaker, since they were believed to be quite massive. Instead, they were to be located on the
“Tailored Force Field” craft used to form the rubble cut up by the Rockbreaker into structures of desired
shape. This posed challenges in beaming microwave power from the TFF craft to the Rockbreaker.
Recently, efficiencies of up to 38% have been achieved in the laboratoryix in converting broadband
sunlight directly to 1064-nm laser radiation using a Cr2-doped Nd-fiber laser. This breakthrough is well
suited to our application, since the primary tool used by the Rockbreaker is a Nd-fiber laser cutting tool.
We can replace the Nd fiber laser with the Chromium-doped Nd fiber laser, and eliminate the need for
conversion equipment to go from solar power to DC and then microwave. This is a huge mass saving, and
it removes the argument in our previous work for tying the Rockbreaker to beamed microwave power
from converters on the Force Field Tailoring craft.

4.0 Cutting System
The system conceived to cut material from the surface of the NEO is adapted from what Ref. 2 proposed
for the mission to cut building blocks for a habitat module. It consists of six lasers each of 25KW,
conveying pulsed beams to 60 nozzles arranged at the “fingertips”, five to each arm, of 12 cutting arms,
each laser beam sheathed in an annular plasma jet.

4.1.

Laser Cutter

We propose evolved versions of the above laser to perform most of the cutting functions of the
Rockbreaker. As described in Ref. 2, laser cutting tools have very low tool attritionx,xi, enabling
maintenance-free operation for long periods with a variety of materials. The laser offers the highest power
density available in the industryxii and are two orders of magnitude faster than rotary drills for rock
drillingxiii. The Nd fiber laser offers 10 w/kg and long operating lifetimexiv,xv exceeding 100,000 hoursxvi,
compared to 10,000 and 25,000 hours respectively for Nd-YAG and CO2 lasers. A single fiber strand of a
few microns can already generate and deliver over 1kW; this is expected to rise considerablyxvii,xviii,xix,xx.
A typical 700W fiber laser generates a beam intensity of more than 50MW/cm2. A beam power density of
less than 1kW/cm2 sufficedxxi to cause thermal spalling of sandstone and shale, both of which have similar
densities to silicon dioxide. The major uncertainty about NEOs is their composition. Given this
uncertainty, the latent heat of melting of silicon dioxide was used in our calculations, assuming that 25%
of the energy required for melting sufficed to crack the material. Fusion cutting, where laser energy melts
and cracks the material, and a gas jet blows out the debris, requires only 10% of the power and 3% of the
time for vaporization cuttingxxii.

4.2.

Plasma Cutting Mechanism

A plasma jet sheath around the laser beam was proposed in Ref. 2, to blow away the material being
heated and fractured by the laser, and expose fresh material to the laser beamxxiii. Non-metallic NEO
materials are amenable to a non-transferred plasma jet, where the torch nozzle becomes the anode. The
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pressures, standoff distance and nozzle expansion ratio are parameters used in optimizing the cutting
trench width and the stagnation pressure exerted on the cut blocks (see Figure 2) to move them in desired
directions (including the original objective of floating them away from the NEO for the construction
application).
The electrodes are consumables that require periodic replacement; currently at less than 1000 hours.
Generating a thin jet sheet in vacuum presents substantial difficulties, for which the aerospike nozzle
provides some solutions. The storage volume and mass on the craft limit the amount of gas that can be
carried for the plasmajet, so that minimizing the mass flow rate is critical. Electrode attrition and gas mass
severely restrict use of the plasmajet.

4.3.

Hybrid Aerospike Cutting System (HACS)

Figure 2: HACS operation, showing
force exerted on the blocks by the
plasmajet

4.4.

A hybrid laser and plasma cutting system is proposed
for the Rock-Breaker design. The main cutting tool that
breaks up the surface material is the laser, while the
plasma jet finishes the process by removing waste material
from the trench and pushing the block towards the TFF
craft. The HACS is lowered from the craft on a vertical
pillar. HACS two main booms and can extend from the
craft using its telescoping feature. At the end of each boom
are 6 arms to lower 10 cutting nozzles each to the ground.
Contained in each arm is a laser. The two arms rotate
around the pillar in the vertical axis. The outcome is a
spiral-cutting pattern. The rotor design, spiral pattern, and
telescoping arms maximize the surface area covered by the
HACS, and thus the amount of material that can be cut
when the craft is anchored in one location. Ref. 2
described an optimized cutting sequence to generate the
most cut blocks in minimum time. This is matched to the
rotating/telescoping arm and multiple-fingers design.

Truncated Linear Aerospike Cutting Nozzle

A linear truncated aerospike nozzlexxiv design is employed, similar in concept to that in the X-33 vehicle.
The linear design stacks several modules to produce an effective “knife edge”. The laser beam is directed
through the truncated base into the recirculation zone downstream, which
adjusts itself to the pressure of the jet, forming a virtual spike. The laser beam
is thus sheathed in a high-speed plasma jet, while the flow immediately in
contact with the laser delivery lens remains at a low speed. The jet sheath and
the recirculating base flow region protect the delivery lens from abrasion.

5.0 Integrated Rendezvous-Anchoring Maneuver-System
(IRAMS)
NEO rendezvous is complicated by NEO spin/tumble, which will demand
considerable maneuvering delta-v. Reactions from any cutting operation must
be absorbed by anchoring the vehicle on the surface of the NEO. We use a
concept derived from the Impact Screwdriver that converts an axial, impulsive
load to torque, matching the dynamics of the system to a pulsed solid-grained
plasma thruster. Each leg of the vehicle is provided with an IRAMS pulsed

Figure 3: Impact
Driver
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plasma thruster which can be oriented in any direction for maneuvering. At the terminal stage of
rendezvous, each leg approaches the NEO surface with a large-pitch, deep-thread screwdriver (or drillbit) facing the surface. At impact, the inertia of the system translates into the first torque. Following
landing, the plasma thruster operates in short bursts, with the reaction driving the solid fuel grain into the
torque hammer groove, causing high torque on the spring-loaded threaded tool (Figure 3). Ten to twenty
centimeters of travel into the surface, depending on its hardness and brittleness, will suffice to anchor the
craft in place. Being a mass-spring system, the IRAMS can be optimized. We started by setting up a
dynamical model of the IRAMS and then using this model to obtain the natural frequency combination
that would produce the highest amplitude.
Pulsed, solid-grained plasma thrustersxxv offer precise pulsed operation, cold start, intermittent duty cycles
and reliable, storable solid grain. They are thus the best choice for long-term operation. Again, the solid
grain is a consumable, but it is not expected to be a limiter of the craft’s lifetime. As shown in Ref. 2 the
time between pulses depends on the natural frequency of the system, which should be matched with the
thrust pulse rate to minimize power loss from thrust to torque output.

6.0 Auxiliary Systems
6.1.

Active beam dynamics

The pulsed thrust of the plasmajets from the 60 independent nozzles will be phase-controlled to cancel out
all but the lowest-order modes of bending of the Rockbreaker’s arms during the cutting operation. This
will also be used to control the arms during use as manipulators.

6.2.

Sensor Systems

Sensor systems special to this craft, beyond those required for a standard spacecraft, include ground
penetrating radar (GPR), which has been used on Earth to map geophysical propertiesxxvi under the
surface. Its role on the Rock-Breaker is to scout out favourable areas on the surface of the NEO before
anchoring onto a location. The system to be used has an antenna frequency range of 0.5 - 1 GHz for
medium to shallow penetration with a high-resolution radar survey. Optical sensors will be needed to
control the temperature of the materials being heated by the Rockbreaker, as well as to see obstacles and
samples.

7.0 Propellant Fuel Tank
The plasma jets feed off an argonxxvii propellant tank. The tank structure mass is calculated at 5% of the
total propellant mass. The plasma jet in its current application has an estimated power range of 1-10kW
and current not exceeding 200Axxviii. For these limitations, the mass flow rate range is 0.03-1.2g/sxxix,xxx.

7.1.

Robotic Manipulator Operations

The robotic arms have enough degrees of freedom to be ideal as manipulator arms. The four deployable
legs with the IRAMS enables precise maneuvering of the craft.

8.0 Mass Estimation
In Table 2, the mass of the various components is estimated. The operating duration and mass excavation
capability were calculated in Ref. 2 using the requirements for the Tailored Force Fields project, where
each Rockbreaker was sized to cut up enough blocks of SiO2-class material to form a closed cylinder
50m diameter and 50 m long, with a 2m thick wall. The mass to be excavated was twice this amount,
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since 50% wastage was assumed. The number of nozzles, and the power delivery rate, were calculated to
generate this amount of material with 19 earth-days of continuous operation at Earth-sun L-4. This time
was considered appropriate because, with a 1cm/sec initial drift velocity after overcoming the gravity of
the NEO, the mass generated could be collected in an approximately toroidal cloud a few kilometres away
from the NEO in that time, to perform the shaping and sintering. These parameters are considered to be
adequate as a starting design for a more general-purpose excavator/ resource extractor craft.
Table 2: Component Mass Breakdown
Component

Mass
(kg)

IRAMS, Thrusters (propellant
included)

1000

HACS

2000

Power conversion system (other
than lasers) incl. high-intensity solar
cells.

1200

Plasma/Laser Cutting System
Propellant Tank (argon)
Argon gas
Communications antennae

15000
200
4000
50

Sensor suite

300

Manipulator arms

500

Protective Covering

200

Thruster Propellant (for
maneuvering)

500

Total payload

24950

Solar Sail

5080

Booster + auxiliary propellant

7500

Total propulsion package

12580

The majority of the mass is the
laser/plasma cutting system, which is
based on lasers currently available,
assuming 10W/kg. The HACS is built
with a network of hollow aluminum alloy
rods strong enough to withstand the force
of the plasma jets at the ends with active
compensation as indicated above. Its
weight is determined by its density
(2700kg/m3) and the length of each
section. The present Space Shuttle
Manipulator Arm (Canadarm) has a
massxxxi of 410 kg, and is sized to move
the entire STS Orbiter (120,000 kg) at
acceptable rates for rendezvous with the
ISS, so the HACS estimate is reasonable
and conservative. Solar sail construction
is by the method mentioned at the
beginning of the paper, and targets an
aereal density of 10g per square meter.
The mass of argon gas was found using
the mass flow rate of 0.03g/s feeding to
60 nozzles over a period of 460 hours.
The propellant mass required for drilling,
anchoring and re-anchoring is included in
the IRAMS component; the amount
required for moving the Rock-Breaker
from the rendezvous point to NEO
surface and other maneuvering tasks is in
the thruster propellant mass.

The mass estimate in Table 2 is broken into two packages. The first is the basic Rock-Breaker craft,
which is the payload to be propelled by the solar sail. The second is the solar sail package itself, along
with a 7500 kg boost package to take the craft and sail from LEO to a transfer orbit where the sail can be
deployed. The boost package mass is ample for an electric thruster system to send the craft into an earth
escape trajectory. It is seen that one of the new NASA launchers can lift the entire package to LEO or
even into a transfer orbit, thereby making on-orbit rendezvous unnecessary.

9.0 Conclusions
This paper describes the approach to design a new kind of spacecraft for extraterrestrial construction
and resource exploitation applications. Solar propulsion, beamed microwave power, and fiber laser and
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plasma jet cutting tools, and an Integrated Rendezvous, Anchoring and Maneuvering System are
explored, and their issues considered. Conclusions are:
•

Solar sail primary propulsion appears to be well suited to the NEO application.

•

With direct solar-pumped Nd-fiber lasers, the solar sail of a single craft would suffice to act as a
solar collector and provide continuous power for operations.

•

With the new generation of launch vehicles announced under the Moon-Mars initiative, a
Rockbreaker and the propulsion package for boost to an earth-escape trajectory, can be launched
assembled in a single launcher to low earth orbit.
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